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Klik på billedet for at læse casen

MEDICAL INDUSTRY
Medical applications often
require the highest level of
cleanliness, whether it is a
clean room or an operating
room. FabricAir dispersion
systems are a great solution

FORDELE
Det hygiejniske alternativ til
metal
Anti-microbial

because of the anti-microbial
Trækfri
fabric option, the washability of
Støjfri
the ducts, general benefits
such as no condensation and
no drafts, and because our recommmended fabric for Medical applications are
compatible with common clean room standards.

“

In the medical industry there are many
standards you have to fulfill in order
make production. One of the most
important standard is Cleanroom Class
100,000. In order to achieve this
standard in our production facility we
need to have even and effective air
distribution in production areas. After examining the FabricAir product line
we decided to use the FabricAir Air Dispersion System as we realized that
it was the most effective and feasible solution for our demands. In addition,
having the feature of cleaning the system by washing was extraordinary,
as a hygienic environment is very important for production facilities like
ours.
Sarper Altun
Teknik Müdürü Müh.

MEST POPULÆRE PRODUKTER
Produkterne listet herunder er blot et forslag. FabricAir har mange tekstiltyper
og flowmodeller. Kontakt os venligst vedr. den bedste løsning til din applikation
og behov.

COMBI 80
Tekstiler er permeabelt og kommer med 10 års garanti.
Læs mere | Vis alle tekstiler

TREVIRA CS 150
FabricAir® Trevira CS 150 is supplied with a specially developed
antimicrobial treatment, which is especially suitable for areas with strict
requirements for hygiene.
Read more | Show all fabrics

NOZZFLOW™
Air is distributed through venturi shaped plastic nozzles with excellent
discharge coefficients.
Read more | Show all flow models

TYPE 8 / TYPE 8 AIO
Type 8 H-rail suspension is a method of suspending FabricAir ducts.
The H-rail, so named because it looks like an H in the cross section, is
made out of anodized aluminum, making it an excellent choice for
corrosive environments.
Read more | Show all suspension types

